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Another great article from The Rooms Chronicle®, the #1 journal for hotel rooms management! ***Important notice: This article may not
be reproduced without permission of the publisher or the author.*** College of Hospitality and Tourism Management, Niagara University,
P.O. Box 2036, Niagara University, NY 14109-2036. Phone: 866-Read TRC. E-mail: editor@roomschronicle.com
Notice: The ideas, opinions, recommendations, and interpretations presented herein are those of the author(s). The College of Hospitality
and Tourism Management, Niagara University/The Rooms Chronicle® assume no responsibility for the validity of claims in items reported.

I would like to call your attention to two specific offerings in this issue of The Rooms Chronicle®.
First, TRCSM has negotiated with the nationally recognized law firm of Ford & Harrison LLP to make
available to our subscribers a dynamic offer for prepaid legal advice for employment-related questions
and concerns. Spearheading this offering is attorney Don Lee, who I am sure many of you will recognize
as our primary Human Resources column contributing author for the past five years. Because of Don’s
special relationship with TRC SM, he has put together an incredibly affordable package where each
month subscribers may take advantage of 30 minutes of legal advice from Don and the 200 other
employment law attorneys at Ford & Harrison’s various offices when you have questions or concerns
regarding legal employment matters. The annual cost of the service is only $100, saving TRCSM
subscribers over $1,400 in prevailing attorney rates. Please see the enclosed brochure for details and
to take advantage of this offer.
Also, I would like to welcome Dr. Brian Miller from the University of Delaware as a new regular contributing author. Brian will
sharing his expertise on sustainability issues in each issue with advice on how hoteliers can help “green” their hotels, reduce their
environmental footprint, and help hotel operators to lower resource usage and reduce costs. This is something that is undoubtedly
on the mind of all hoteliers and many guests these days.
Just two more examples of how TRCSM is benefitting its readers.
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